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The big societal challenge: how can regions develop new 
specializations? 

It is not about making regions more specialized (not the 
diversity, specialization, RV debate)

The goal : smart specialization strategies aim at supporting
the development of new specializations of regions

“specialised diversification into related technologies” 
(Boschma, 2014)

How: by building on their own strength (i.e. pre-existing 
knowledge bases & skills)

The smart specialization concept
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Smart Specialization Strategy

Balland, P.A., Boschma, R., Crespo, J. and Rigby, D. (2018)  Smart Specialization policy in the EU: 
Relatedness, Knowledge Complexity and Regional Diversification, Regional Studies, forthcoming. 



Smart Specialization Strategy
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Map knowledge bases of regions 

What are high valued-added/complex activities for a given 
region? 

How do regions develop new specializations? (mechanisms) 

3 sets of challenges



How to map knowledge bases of 
regions? 

First challenge



Patent data 



European Knowledge Space



The density of related technologies
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The Density Index measures the relatedness of a new technology to the pre-existing set of
technologies produced in this particular city.

City (MSA) Tech. class (3 digits) Density (%)

New-York 428 10

New-York 524 100

Los Angeles 428 80

Los Angeles 524 0

… … …



Branching opportunities 



How to measure complexity of 
technologies?

Second challenge



Technological complexity

n cities/regions

k knowledge 
domains

It is possible to formalize the data that connect cities/regions to the knowledge they produce as a n by k
bipartite network (two different sets of nodes)
A link between a city i and a knowledge domain j means that i has a RTA in category j
See Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009) and Balland and Rigby (2017)





How do regions develop new 
specializations? (mechanisms)  

Third challenge





H1: regions are more likely to develop new specializations in technological 
activities that are related to their knowledge bases

H2: regions are more likely to experience technological growth in 
technological activities that are related to their knowledge bases

H3: regions are less likely to develop new specializations in complex 
technological activities

H4: regions are more likely to experience technological growth in complex 
technological activities

H5: regions are more likely to develop new specializations in complex 
technological activities when related to their knowledge bases

H6: regions are more likely to experience technological growth in complex 
technological activities when related to their knowledge bases

Hypotheses
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